
Eye Spy Word Fun — Word Blank Puzzle 

One of the Safety Wrangler’s favourite games to play is 

Mad-Libs!  Start here before flipping the page to write your 

words in. The game is more fun if you don’t know what the 

story says!  Remember, an adjective is a describing word, like fluffy, huge, bouncy, friendly, 

strange or sassy! 

  Your words Your friend’s words 

1 Adjective   

2 Adjective   

3 Colour   

4 Colour   

5 Thing—Plural   

6 Number   

7 Pick 1 out of:  

Hearing, Taste,  

Touch or Smell 

  

8 Size   

9 Shape   

10 Colour   

11 Texture   

12 Name a Popular Toy   

13 Adjective   

14 Number   

15 Kind of Livestock—

Singular 
  

16 Colour   

17 Fabric Pattern   



All About Safety Glasses 

 

Gone are the days of _______________ safety glasses!  Today’s styles are light, comfortable 
                                           (#1: Adjective) 

and _______________!  Some even look like fashionable sunglasses with _______________                          

    (#2: Adjective)                                                                                                                                                                                          (#3: Colour) 

wrap-around frames and ________________________ reflective lenses!                                                                                         

                                                                                                      (#4: Colour) 

 

Some _______________ may ask, “Why bother to wear safety glasses?”  The answer is 
                          (#5: Thing-Plural) 

simple: You’ve only got _______________ eyes.  Sight, even more than _______________,  
                                                                                 (#6: Number)                                                                                                                (#7: Pick 1 Word) 

helps us to get around.  It would be much harder to figure out if something is  

_____________, _____________, ______________  or _______________  without our sight!                  

 (#8: Size)                           (#9: Shape)                                 (#10: Colour)                                      (#11: Texture) 
 

 

Eyes have some natural protection, like eyelids, eyelashes, tears and our blink reflex, but  

that’s not always enough.  Hazards like grain dust, sunlight, chemicals and flying bits of  
 

__________________________ spitting out from the lawn mower are common on farms!   
                (#12: Name a Toy) 

 

Why not pick out a pair of _______________ safety glasses soon?  It might be handy to pick 
                                                                                      (#13: Adjective) 

 

up _______________ more pairs to keep on hand in case your favourite pair gets broken,  
                    (#14: Number) 

 

scratched or stepped on by a _________________________________________________.   
                                                                                     (#15: Kind of Livestock—Singular) 

 

Even though some safety glasses look like sunglasses, their design and lenses provide  

more protection than a regular pair of sunglasses can.  Be sure to keep your new safety  

glasses safe when not in use—a small, soft, __________________, _______________ 
                                                                                      (#16: Colour)                                (#17: Fabric Pattern)  

bag would work great!   

Alberta Farm Safety Program — www.agriculture.alberta.ca/farmsafety 


